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ON A BUD GE T
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Photos courtesy Bring a Trailer

M

arketwatch has traditionally focused on major auction
results. The 356 Porsches offered at Amelia Island, Monterey, and Scottsdale are dominated by valuable models
(like Speedsters), so past articles have likely underrepresented 356
coupes. Realizing many of our members enjoy this hobby on a budget, it is time to focus on the practical and (relatively) affordable 356
coupe. We hope to provide a sense of what one can expect to buy, at
what price range, and discuss some of the price/condition trade-off
implications.
Craig Colaluca, Mike Wilson, and I all own T-6 coupes. We
discussed the factors that influence sale outcomes and settled on six
topics: Structure, Mechanicals, Cosmetics, Provenance, Authenticity,
and Trust, which are discussed in the sidebar. Our assumption
was the hypothetical buyer of one of these cars won’t budget for a
perfect car and will enjoy their car at local events and some trips.
We selected five auctions on Bring a Trailer (BaT) with results
in the $50–100K range to analyze. The site is a treasure trove of
detailed photos and analysis by the eagle-eyed regulars, including
many long-time 356 Registry members. By studying some of the
100-plus past 356 auctions, someone considering their first classic
Porsche can accelerate their knowledge and improve their chance of
a satisfactory purchase.
Lot #27760
The lowest-priced 356 we evaluated sold for $52,500 (plus $2,625
buyers’ premium) on 2/7/2020; a 1963 356B 1600S Reutter
coupe (#124543) in its original Ruby Red/Light Gray leatherette.
Equipped with its original engine, with a euro heating system and
an original transmission rebuilt by Vic Skirmants in 2014, it’s an
honest “10-footer” cosmetically, with shiny, imperfect paint. The
Certificate of Authenticity shows an unusual 70-liter fuel tank
option, which it still retains.
Close inspection reveals many condition issues: a bent hood,
scratches/cracks, small rust bubbles, some body filler, tired chrome,
hard/cracking rubber components, and various carpet/upholstery
tears. Essentially it is a tired, older restoration that has seen use,
but still presentable as a driver. Underneath the condition was
consistent, with uneven undercoating and a patina of surface rust.
A few easy maintenance needs were observable, such as failing sway
bar bushings. The battery box area looked a little worrisome with
newer/thick undercoating, but overall, the car looked solid enough
and a candidate for some DIY weekend improvements. After the
end of the auction, the seller (who came across as trustworthy and
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Lot BaT27760

engaged) noted the price achieved was less than he’d been offered by
a dealer. We will consider this well-bought; the buyer commented
he’d been trying to buy a 356 for a while and seemed delighted.
Lot #30454
This 1962 356B 1600N Karmann coupe (#210817) sold at no
reserve for the creative bid of $65,356 (plus $3,268 premium) on
4/22/2020. Originally sold in classic period colors of Oslo Blue/
red, it presents as a fresher refurbishment (but not full restoration),
with more eye appeal than the previous car. Striking at first glance,
the overall impression from closer inspection was “fixed up on a
budget.” A long list of authenticity and workmanship issues were
noted by our team. Paint and chrome were good, but not great.
The structure looked reasonable, with good panel fits and a decent
underside, although thick undercoating in the front half of the car
could have been hiding some worries. The underside, front trunk,
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and engine compartment had areas of surface rust, and the engine/
transmission looked freshly cleaned… at least one commenter
suspected leaks.
More concerning were the front transmission mounts, which were
installed backward, which called into question what other mistakes
might exist. The interior was fresh and looked great for a car in this
price range, even including a wood wheel with deluxe horn ring.
The car was offered by Fantasy Junction, a well-known California
dealer, and price achieved here seemed low to several BaT commenters. Factors that limited price were likely the incorrect shade of
paint (discussed as somewhere between Oslo and Aquamarine), the
replacement engine, and concerns about the quality of mechanical
work and the car’s authenticity. Because there was no cold start or
driving video, these concerns may have caused potential bidders to
hold back. If there are no major structural or mechanical issues, a
buyer with basic skills could remedy many of the smaller issues over
time while regularly enjoying the car. A fair enough deal, and maybe
a bit well-bought.

Overall we have to agree with the commenters that the $72K bid
was all the money for this car given all the questions raised by the
presentation and real concerns about body integrity.
Lot #36421
This 1964 356C Reutter coupe (#128102) was sold for $85,000
(plus $4,250) on 9/15/2020. This is an example of a car with many
positives, offset by many negatives that turned off some of the
potential bidders, yet it still achieved a strong price. In the plus
column, it offered attractive paint and interior (silver/black), had
fresh metal underneath along with some restoration photos, and
according to the buyer was well sorted for driving.

Lot #37065

This 1964 356C Reutter coupe (#130118) was bid to $72,225, failing to sell on 9/29/2020. An older restoration showing significant
decline, it’s still presentable as a driver. An attractive and popular
color combination of Bali Blue/Fawn, the interior was in better
shape than the paint. The car had an unusual backstory of a South
Africa delivery. Both engine and transmission were rebuilt during
seller’s ownership dating to 2008.
Unfortunately, the seller did himself no favors with his presentation of a poor-quality set of photos and misrepresentation as an SC.
Worse, there were confusing (and blurry) close-ups of documents
listing problems with the car without clear explanation of resolutions. Underneath, limited photos showed a decent underside but
thick undercoating and rust-through in the battery box rear edge.
Up top, the Bali Blue paint looked decent from a distance but was
damaged and failing in places. Panel fits were uneven and didn’t
look “right,” which could be related to previous body damage noted
and suspected in the comments by several of our Registry experts.

Lot BaT36421
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The negative column was longer. The tired-looking replacement
engine had a likely number restamp, an incomplete euro heating
system, and a significant oil leak. The passenger door had been
replaced and lacked the reinforcement for the arm rest. Panel fit
was decent, but not great, with a 2-inch crack in the filler above the
passenger-side torsion tube cover, adding questions about the state
of the metal under the paint. The welds on the replacement metal
underneath were amateurish and would never pass for factory work.
Various parts were missing or incorrect (ignition switch, lower
grilles, hood seal, mechanical tach, and so on). No Kardex or CoA
was offered, just an explanation of a color change from red.
In the area of Trust, the short-term owner was less engaged than
other sellers and ill-prepared to get the best result from the auction.

The main description even stated: “The seller notes that the turn
signal fuse is in need of replacement.” Really? The engine number
and photos of the underside were not provided initially, leading to
obvious requests. Once provided, those photos raised more questions. We feel this car was well-sold, given the list of issues and
questions. One Registry member commented, “Congrats to the
seller. A pretty face sold another 356.”
Lot #39154
The highest-priced 356 we evaluated sold for $96,000 (plus $4,800)
on 11/16/2020. This 1965 C Karmann coupe (#219066) was freshly
restored in the original color combination of Irish Green/grey
leatherette, with 950 miles of post-restoration sorting. The engine

THOUGHTS ON THE MARKETPLACE AND BUYING A 356
The price attained for any particular 356 is affected by the number
of buyers competing for it. Some prefer originality and won’t be in
the market for an Outlaw. Cars with serious rust issues will find
fewer bidders, usually at a deep discount to better cars. Each buyer
has their hot buttons; non-matching numbers are a deal-breaker for
some. Finding the car that is just “good enough” in all the areas you
value is a good recipe for buying within a tight budget.
Because the newest coupe is 55 years old, most have enjoyed (or
suffered) from one or more restoration efforts… many having been
undertaken when 356s were far less valuable and high restoration
costs couldn’t be justified.
“Buyer beware” must be your mantra; this is not like buying a five-yearold car. We recommend a few best practices to improve your chances:
1. A pre-purchase inspection (PPI) is always cheaper than a
post-purchase inspection. Have a PPI done by a 356 expert.
2. Buy the best car you can afford versus planning to “fix it up,”
unless you can and want to do all the work yourself.
3. Because these are subjective decisions, it’s good to have a
coach—someone to “talk you off the ledge” when you aren’t
thinking critically.
4. Study the documentation and ask the owner lots of questions.
5. Don’t ignore the signals the seller is sending. Can you trust them?

Factors that influence 356 Porsche values:

1. Structure: Body integrity, correct metalwork, panel gaps, and lack
of rust and body filler. On a Porsche 356, nothing is more important
than a straight, solid body. Significant compromises in this area are
seldom a good idea, because the cost of quality rust repair and
paintwork can exceed the purchase price. Paint and body work can
also cost you the enjoyment of driving your car for a year or longer.
If in doubt, pass.
2. Mechanicals: Condition and running order of the engine, transmission, brakes, steering, shifting, and other systems. A well-sorted
356 is a joy to drive. While a fresh engine and transmission from
a reputable shop might be desirable, older mechanicals can be perfectly acceptable, if reflected in the price. Documentation is always
a plus. If the buyer is inclined, some mechanical improvements are
well within the reach of many owners and the 356Talk forum offers
a wealth of advice. Tires, brakes, and the steering coupler must all
be inspected for safety.
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3. Cosmetics: Condition of the paint, chrome, trim, upholstery,
headliner, controls, knobs, and all the small details. Fresh paint
and upholstery can be sign of a car with problems that’s been
improved for a sale. There are also many stories of owners restoring their cars and then not driving them for fear of rock chips.
Compromises in this category are reasonable if scratches, dents,
rust pitted chrome, or wear and tear don’t bother you. There are
mechanically well-sorted cars out there with patina, which may be
a good option.
4. Provenance: Model (N/S/S90 or C/SC), documentation (history
and records), matching numbers including panels, color, lack of
restoration (original panels, paint, interior, etc.), toolkit, unusual
options, and competition history are all desirable factors that can
make one 356 more valuable than another to some buyers. Compromises can be made in this category for budget if you like the
car. An Ivory/black 356B 1600N with a 912 engine can be a very
enjoyable entry-level 356 at a lower price than a Sky Blue 356SC
sunroof coupe.
5. Authenticity: To what degree is the car is authentic (“as built”),
modestly changed for safety/performance, or heavily modified in
ways difficult to reverse? Each buyer must do an internal audit on
the issue of how they feel about originality. Do you hope to show
your car in concours competition? Do you want to have a car that
is slightly modified for improvements in enjoyment factor, comfort,
or safety... if it can be put back to stock condition? Or can you
disregard these originality concerns and focus on making the car to
be the most enjoyable it can be to suit your needs? As an example, C
cars often have the reputation of being the best drivers of the bunch.
However, a B Outlaw with disc brake upgrades and a 912 engine
can provide equal or greater driving enjoyment.
6. Trust: This is a subjective combination of the seller’s reputation,
demonstration of Porsche 356 competence, and their approach to
representing the car. Can you trust the seller, and do they know
what they are talking about? Are they a long-term owner and 356
Registry member or did they just register on BaT to sell the car?
Is the car fairly represented or do you notice things that don’t add
up? This is the impression you gather (and those of your advisors)
of the seller’s trustworthiness. Don’t explain away concerns. Pass if
there are question marks.

Lot BaT39154

was non-matching numbers and rebuilt to a larger bore, and the
matching-numbers transaxle had been rebuilt.
Cosmetically, the car stood out with glass-like paint, new chrome,
fresh interior, nice gaps, with a freshly restored engine bay, trunk,
and undercarriage. Noteworthy were the pictures of the car during
restoration that showed the excellent rust-free condition of the
body, including the floors. The presence of this photo documentation added value through buyer confidence, as did the driving
videos. The few negatives noted (incorrect fuses and backward front
transmission mounts) provided hints that some additional sorting
will be needed.

The seller was engaged during the auction and was interested
in making corrections as items were pointed out. We felt this was
a great 356; although it drew almost twice the high bid of our
bottom example, it would be impossible to bring that lower-priced
car to this standard for $45K. In addition, it was a remarkably
better car than the silver 356C, and for only 10 percent more. This
reinforces the frequently dispensed advice to buy the best car you
can. We agreed with the commenters, who believed it would have
exceeded $100K with the original engine, so consider this one
well-bought.

The official club for owners
and enthusiasts of the original
Porsche model, the 356.
Own or love Porsche 356s? Join our club. Nearly 7,000 Porsche 356 enthusiasts in over 40 countries are members of
our organization. They enjoy concours, collecting, outlaws, racing, restoration work, historical research, and of
course driving. Many members own newer Porsches as well, but tell us none of those can match the experience and
joy of driving the original 356 model.
We are totally focused on the perpetuation of this special car and helping owners enjoy them with shared
experiences. There is no better place to learn about the Porsche 356. Even if you don’t own one yet or are just seeking
to learn more about them, you are welcome to join as a full member.
This article by members Michael Branning, Craig Colaluca, and Mike Wilson was published in our January/
February 2021 issue. The regular column “Marketwatch” covers the current market for various Porsche 356 models,
typically at auction on Bring a Trailer and in-person at Amelia Island, Pebble Beach, and Scottsdale. It’s one of the
many topics in our bimonthly, 76-page color magazine dedicated to the Porsche 356 that will help you learn all about
the Porsche 356, its history, and how to keep it running. You’ll gain access to members-only events, free classified
ads, and our online forum where you can get fast, personalized advice from experts.
Annual membership costs are only: $45.00 in the USA, $55.00 in Canada and $65.00 Internationally. Sample the
magazine with several free articles, including this one, available for download at www.porsche356registry.org.
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